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The Government Respecting 
an 

Establishment of Philosophy (infidel philosophy) and Psychology. 

Our founding fathers when written the constitution in 1787, had little clue, government will someday be a
respecter of philosophy (infidel philosophy) and psychology in the vast government university and education
system. Being the first government university institution wasn't established until 1801. All universities up until
1801  were  of  private  citizenry.  Yale,  Princeton,  many of  religious  grass  roots.   Wasn't  until  around  1879,
Psychology began in German universities, acclaimed by the so called intelligentsia as a so called science. 

Timothy Dwight http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timothy_Dwight_IV president  of  Yale  college  (1795–
1817). (Wikipedia) Dwight frequently warned audiences against the threats of this "infidel philosophy" in
America. An address to the candidates for the baccalaureate in Yale College called "The Nature and
Danger of Infidel  Philosophy  http://www.classicapologetics.com/d/dwightphil.pdf ,  Exhibited in

Two Discourses, Addressed to the Candidates for the Baccalaureate, In Yale College" was delivered on
September 9, 1797. It was published by George Bunce in 1798. This book is credited as one of the
embers of the Second Great Awakening.  , 

In around 1990, I decided to go up to the nearby buffalo university, to see if there may be any evidence
to support my hunches from observing human behavior and reading the bible. I believed I found a smoking gun
to declaim psychology 's scientific creditability, once and for all. 

I wrote in 1995, the rudiments of the world, psychology, is base on a lesser time span and a narrow
rudimentary observation of the culture, a foundation of sifting sand, resulting in faddish and bias conclusion
against religion and people of its morality. 

Seymour Epstein, University of Massachusetts- Amherst 

“Psychology claims to be scientific having a high degree of control and objectivity. However, there is no
more fundamental requirement in science then that the replicability of findings be established. Since
experiments in the physical sciences produce results that are replicable and generalizable, it seemed
reasonable to them, the same was true for psychology. Laboratory experiments actually are ineffective
because much human behavior is so sensitive to incidental sources of stimulation, that adequate control
wouldn’t  be achieved,  even at  attempts of  exact  replication.  As for  objectivity and full  disclosure in
psychology, few replication studies are attempted. Replication studies are particularly apt to be rejected
for publishing, when they cast doubt on psychologies accepted conclusions. Some journals state that
they do not accept replication studies; others implicitly follow a similar policy.”

 As was once for hundreds of years the state had respected an establishment of religion. Empowered
the Catholic establishment, with the title the one and only true Christianity, over all others claiming Christianity in
Europe. In the 20th century the government institutions, has respected an establishment of philosophy (infidel
philosophy) and psychology. Gave psychology an equivalent title the one and only true “EXPERT in human
behavior”, over all other human behavior groups. Today, government universities are in every state in the U.S.,
some having several. 
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“California has approximately 36 state universities, 110 community colleges. Government universities
are as large cities of architectural grand design, as the temples of ancient Egypt, as multiple colossal
mega churches on one campus, as  multiple Vaticans across the nation, containing so called experts, as
if priest in psychology and philosophy (infidel philosophy), costing trillions of tax dollars, to memorize,
redirect and hold fast millions of particular young citizens mindsets,  towards the dogmas and goals in
philosophy  (infidel  philosophy)  and  psychology.  Government  unconstitutionally  promulgating  an
electorate to vote for its dogmas into government policy” 

The  title  of  expert  in  human  behavior,  in  government  institutions,  has  voided,  canceled  out  the
constitution's most acclaimed, primary proclamation. Particularly the spirit (mental disposition), principle behind
the constitution's proclamation forbid government to respect an establishment. Be it religion or other form of
human behavior group that takes the place of religion. The supreme court had stated:

“among religions in this country which do not teach…. A belief in the existence of God…[are] Buddhism,
Ethical Culture, secular Humanism, and others.” See Torcaso v. Watkins, 397 U.S. 488, 495, n.ll (1961)

Our  nation's  founding  heritage,  first  elected  leaders,  gave  public  respect  of  their  choosing towards
religion,  particularly  Christianity,  and Judaism.  On the other  hand in  the constitution,  without  respect  of  an
establishment “a particular sect” within, among the many separate groups in Christianity or Judaism, was the line
in the sand. They allowed the national institutional buildings, equally, freely open to the different sects, to use as
Halls, facilities for services, preaching. Due to limited availably of large private halls in Washington and easy
secured access for senators and their families to hear preachers of the day. The non establishment religious
cause in the constitution, in spirit (mental disposition, intent) displayed in our founding fathers actions, words,
purpose was so no particular sect within Christianity would be given an advantage by government over other
sects in Christianity. No particular supernatural creed, practice, teaching would be made into law. With allowance
for  secular  principles,  applicable,  brought  peace,  tranquility  in  the  society,  and  public  display  by  elected
representative, a public acknowledgment in writing or verbal of a Creator, God, in words or a prayer. 

The declaration of independence, had signified four times God

“nature's God” 
“creator” 

“supreme judge of the world”
“with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence”

  Ben Franklin, at age 81, stood up during the framing of our constitution and said,

“In the beginning of the contest with Britain, when we were sensible of danger, we had daily prayers in
this room for Divine protection. Our prayers, Sir, were heard and they were graciously answered. All of
us  who  were  engaged in  the  struggle  must  have  observed  frequent  instances  of  a  superintending
Providence in our favor…. And have we now forgotten this powerful Friend? Or do we imagine we no
longer need His assistance? 

“I have lived, Sir, a long time, and the longer I live, the more convincing proofs I see of this truth: ‘that
God governs in the affairs of man.’ And if a sparrow cannot fall to the ground without His notice, is it
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probable that an empire can rise without His aid? We have been assured, Sir, in the Sacred Writings that
except the Lord build the house, they labor in vain that build it. I firmly believe this. I also believe that,
without His concurring aid, we shall succeed in this political building no better than the builders of Babel;
we shall be divided by our little partial local interest; our projects will be confounded, and we ourselves
shall become a reproach and a byword down to future ages. And what is worse, mankind may hereafter,
from this unfortunate instance, despair of establishing government by human wisdom and leave it to
chance, war, or conquest. 

“I  therefore beg leave to move that,  henceforth, prayers imploring the assistance of Heaven and its
blessing on our deliberation be held in this assembly every morning before we proceed to business.”

George Washington 1796, in his farewell address spoke these words 

“Of the dispositions and habits which lead to political prosperity, religion and morality are indispensable
supports. In vain would that man claim the tribute of patriotism who would labor to subvert these great
pillars of the duties of men and of citizens.”

Thomas Jefferson wrote a book removing all the supernatural parts of the new testament and left only
the secular parts, principles. It's called the Jefferson's bible. Jefferson gave credit to Jesus words as the greatest
morality for mankind.

The nations biblical heritage, particularly the secular parts, principles in the bible, been used by our
founding fathers to  guide  in  declaring and securing it's  freedom and constituting our  nation.  Shown in  the
founding founders, elected leaders, and citizens a self evident public respect, acknowledgment of a creator, God,
in words or prayer. Particularly by elected representatives (senators, congress men, governors, (both elected
judges), mayors, which should be granted to elected* school boards. This must never be granted to unelected
bureaucrats,  unelected  members  of  government,  any  staff  of  any  elected  representative,  especially  and
foremost teachers, and while on duty at a school function, being they are not elected. School teachers
must be only allowed to initiate a moment, period of time, for silence, to offer only a private citizen, any student,
or perhaps in attendance any elected representative of government, an elected school board member, could
lead, speak, an acknowledgment of a creator, God, in words or a prayer. 

To our great lost, the last century, 100 years of trillions of tax dollars went towards government respect of
the establishment of philosophy (infidel philosophy) and psychology in government institutions. The people's true
voice, vote, through the decades was slowly rendered diluted, altered, elections giving off faulty readings across
the nation for decades. Slowly took away the full measure of our founding fathers constitutional empowerment in
the people, of the people, for the people. When the founding father wrote of the people, by the people, they were
seeing private individualists, as the power broker in government,  not a vast government left wing bureaucratic
human behavior group, in philosophy (infidel philosophy), psychologist given the title expert in human behavior.
Swaying the the vast government so called educational system made up of hundreds of thousands of unelected
teachers to teach psychology's and philosophies dogmas and goals.

Through the decades the vast government educational system in psychology with it's roots in philosophy
(infidel philosophy), was more influential particularly in man's created environments, such as urban areas as in
the the north east. Combined especially in the north east, the existence of numerous Catholics, were in the past
forbid reading the bible by many various ways, even to the point of murder, terror by the catholic hierarchy. Being
taught not the meaning of the word spirit, as meaning mental disposition, particular thinking, thought by thought,
ones logic, logic of man or God. A stumbling block in front of many Catholics, and to an extent non catholics to
read the bible themselves, searching for the spirit  (mental disposition, particular thinking) behind the words.
Many Catholics finding the Catholic's version of Christianity with many holes in it's logic, many put off many
catholic doctrines. Instead of then turning toward reading the bible for mental dispositions, logic, thought by
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thought, offered in the word spirit, to shed light of mankind's behavior tendencies, in human behavior principles,
they were memorized by government promoted psychology in the government institutions as an alternative to
reading the bible for their thinking. Even many bible readers in other areas of the country, not carefully studying
the bible, in seeking the spirit (mental disposition, particular thinking behind the words, train of logic) followed
instead the prevailing wind of teaching of their denomination or even non denomination. A prime example is
marriage, in the catholic so called church and many other Christian groups, claimed marriages began at vows.
So when they described the situation when a man is free to marry, lay with mutual consent with a woman also
free to marry, they assume, called it in terms of fornication, just teenage sex, one night stand, or even sin.
Contrary to the fact, never once was a marriage began at a vow, observed, recorded, stated in the the 66 books
called the bible. Never once the situation described above was ever referred to in the bible by any of these
terms, especially by the term fornication. Jesus had said, 

Matt 15 “and if the blind guide the blind, both will fall in a pit.” 

In the 1800's it was one thing, for the Catholics, old mainline protestant groups in more urban areas to
latch onto marriage occurs at a marriage vow, then bible readers in rural areas who clung on the principle,
marriage occurs at one flesh, plainly written in the bible. Understood as in times past by the people (particularly
bible  readers).  The  electorate  of  private  individualist,  without  government  propping  them  up,  used  biblical
principles  as  the  foundation,  been  past  down  through  generations,  giving  support  to  immediate  weddings,
referred to as shot  gun weddings (without  an actual  gun).  Individuals  who on their  own, studied the bible,
observed the principle marriage begins at one flesh, many of them hidden as was in the past Christians were
hidden, due to the world around them have turn a cold shoulder to bible secular principles. Contrary to so called
priest, who saw an opportunity to gain greater power in the 1500's decreed laws that priest had to be present
during a so called wedding. 

● In 1403, the Bishop of Magdeburg threatening to excommunicate those who married without clergy
in attendance. 

● Council of Trent in 1563 officially required that Catholic marriages be presided over by a priest. 

Combined with the false thinking marriage began at vows, began a convenient way for the parents to
keep  their  sons  and  daughters  from  marring  someone  for  financial,  religious,  nationality,  racial  reasons.
Conveniently absolving themselves from their obligations to a baby. Then the priest step in again and furthered
orphanages, to claim they were the compassionate people, which if  they didn't  meddle in the affairs in the
beginning, many marriages would have been recognized and their babies would be cared by their father and
mother. Compared to the country side where families were less separated as to classes, and more open to
reading the bible, they saw a quick marriage according to bible standards was in order, especially to care for the
children born in such situations. The Government began in the later 19 th and 20 th century promoted psychology
and philosophy (infidel  philosophy)  began to emerge their  greater unconstitutional  empowerment,  influence.
They overwhelmed the status quo between the two groups concerning when marriage occurs, encouraged the
nation down the path of relabeling youthful marriages when unknown to others, proclaimed on the airways, the
massively growing government so called educational system, in high schools, as (just) “teenage sex”, inevitably
separated these couples. In their great blindness through the decades spearheaded by now a vast government
left wing university system, within it's walls propped up philosophy (infidel philosophy) and psychology, tore down
the underlying principle, marriage occurs at the moment of one flesh in the citizenry. This great blindness, error
in judgment, by government philosophy (infidel philosophy) and psychology, inevitably tip the scales, cause a
flood  gate  of  youthful  married  couples  unknown  to  others,  leaving  each  other.  These  same  people  who
spearheading Government psychology and philosophy (infidel philosophy), now claimed themselves as also the
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compassionate as the priest had done, and devise it is now better to premeditatedly murder the child in abortion,
so  the  young lady can  pursue  a  so  called  higher  education.  Lining  the  pockets  of  these  so  called  higher
education in psychology, philosophy (infidel philosophy) and occupational professors and hundreds of thousands
of  government  teachers.  Consequently  caused  the  greatest  killing  field,  mass  murder  in  history.  The
premeditated murder of approximately 60,000,000 babies in another final solution, named now abortion, in the
USA alone. People will  be looking back at this age, and see men and their woman had again fallen to the
mentality of Hitler and slave owners, dehumanized a whole class of people, shed innocent blood.

As a further example the disciples of Psychology seek an even larger respect, promotion, power grab at
the hands of the government propping them up. The Mental Health Parity Bill, couldn't pass on it's own for 12
years. It was stealthily inserted into the 800 billion bail out bill in 2008, to guarantee it's passage. The bill forces
insurance companies to pay full amount, for “so called psychology treatment” equal to physical health treatment.
From the early 90's, advocates of government paid universal heath care with Hillary Clinton, had speer headed
so called psychology expert treatment, be given to all, at the expense of the government. To have the state, be
the designated provider of your mental thinking, particular thinking, through so called experts, verses human
behavior groups such of religion and others, marginalized as non experts. The history of the Nazi party had also
devised in it's infancy to replace religion and other groups role to care and provide for the people's thinking and
well being. The Nazi party when in government took over the role. The government now says to insurance
companies you have to single out psychology and treat it special, you are forced to pay for it's so called expert
human behavior treatment. You can ignore, marginalized Christianity's spiritual (mental disposition, particular
thinking) bible study treatment, observations of multiple generational human behavior in the bible, that deals with
poor mental behavior toward their neighbors. 

 The government has scrapped the government structure of our founding fathers. A new structure, new
world order, originating form Germany, of so called experts, bureaucrats, in human behavior, slowly worked their
way in all the government institutions. 

“Where  it  has  now  become  a  government  of  the  bureaucrats,  by  the  bureaucrats,  for  the
bureaucrats.” 

So called trained hundreds of thousands of  teachers in the universities, in the dogmas and tenets of
philosophy (infidel philosophy) and psychology. Where the vast government school system across the nation,
has lead, to relabel youthful marriages as (just) teenage sex, consequently separating them, consequently cause
many to murder their children.  We now have a state unelected human behavior group, a centralized hierarchy,
in government universities, thinking they are entitled to government respect, promotion and establishment. Same
as the Catholic church received government respect, promotion and establishment in the old world, before our
nation was founded. Where even recently as an example, psychology in Germany, it's birth place, is shown their
strong hold on society, when parents decided to home school their children, the germen police at gun point, took
the children away to foster care and force the children, to see psychologist. It's as if we live in a time when
parents dared to read the bible, found out, they were held off, by another human behavior group establishment,
as once the catholic church, treated as experts in government.

Neither groups psychology or religion should ever be given the stamp of “expert”, in human behavior.
Neither placed on the government pay role over other groups. If government singles out psychology, even if
given  some so  called  Christian  perspective,  would  still  be  showing  favoritism,  towards  Psychology  and  a
particular type, sect of Christianity. Christianity, with multiple generational observations of human behavior in the
bible as their guide, are marginalized, treated as a non experts? 

In Strong's Concordance a widely accepted, acclaimed as the fore runner of  the definition of words
contained in the bible, the word spirit is defined.
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Spirit = Mental disposition, thought

The word spirit, is the terminology been used by bible readers for thousands of years, in the bible itself,
as to mean mental disposition, particular thinking, thoughts, frame of mind, mind make up, intent, logic of man or
of God.  In 2 Corinthians it reads  

John 6:63 It is the spirit (mental disposition, thought) that quickeneth; the flesh profiteth nothing: the 
words that I speak unto you, they are spirit (mental disposition, thought), and they are life. 

1Co 2:11  For who among men knoweth the things of a man, save the spirit (mental disposition, thought)
of the man, which is in him?

John 4: 6 They are of the world: therefore speak they of the world, and the world heareth them. We are 
of God: he that knoweth God heareth us; he that is not of God heareth not us. Hereby know we the spirit 
(mental disposition, thought by thoought) of truth, and the spirit (mental disposition, thought by thought) 
of error. 

The so called intelligentsia in German universities where psychology began in 1879, apparently ignored
the meaning of the word spirit. Perhaps through ignorance or purposely.  They grasp on the recently created
word psychology and force this  terminology upon the their  students.  That  they were the experts  in human
behavioral. Ushering in a generation of students ignorant of the the bible perspective, ignorant of it's multiple
generational human behavior observations, leading up to World War One and Hitler's allegiance, in World War
Two. The death of millions, destruction and misery and the extermination of  the Jewish people. Would I claim
psychology is wholly at fault, the answer is no. I claim they are predominately at fault,  through the blindness of
psychologies' new terminologies, and ignorance of multiple generation observations of human behavior in the
bible,  have  left  their  adherents,  easy pray for  merciless  people  as Hitler,  the abortionist  of  today,  and the
politician, that supports the murder in abortion. For example Barack Obama, had not once but voted four times to
hold back hospital care, if the child survives an attempted murder in abortion. As if Barack Obama said and by
forced, the nurse and doctor to stop, don't be merciful, leave that child to suffer, a tortured slow death. There is
innocent shed blood on Barack Obama's unrepentant hands. Anyone knowing of barrack Obama voted four
times to end the the life of a child, a tortured slow death, who pulled the level voted for Barack Obama also has
children's innocent shed blood on their hands. Anyone knowing voting for the democratic party, knowing they
were for premeditated murder, torture of babies, has innocent shed blood on their hands. When government
shows any particular favoritism, as to single out one human behavior group, such as psychology, philosophy
(infidel philosophy) placing it on the government payroll or given any special treatment, government will render
other human behavior groups, such as Christianity with it's word “spirit” meaning mental disposition, particular
thinking,   thought  by  thought,  mind  makeup,  logic,  at  a  disadvantage.  Christianity,  it's  terminologies  and
recognition of youthful marriages when unknown to others,  will be marginalize, to the point become non existent
in the public discourse. Ending the original intent of our founding fathers, a democracy, truly of his or her human
behavior group or groups outside of government. 

11-28-2008  Therefore  since  the  democratic  party  had  fallen  in  hook  and  sinker  with  government
promoted psychology and philosophy (infidel philosophy). Had relabeled youthful marriage when unknown to
others, and particularly went the extra mile towards evil, promoted the slow torture and murder of these couples
children. To allow the democratic party to continue, will be as if allowing the Nazi party to continue. There are
60,000,000 slow tortured, murdered babies crying aloud for justice at the door of the democratic party. I John
Jerome Nowak, call for the Democratic party, the house of slow torture and murder, to close it's doors, cease and
desist all it's operations forever more. For it's name will forever be linked to the the greatest premeditated mass
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murder, slow torture of 60,000,000 lives. More murders then the Nazi party. The leaders and judges of the land
must be held to a higher accountability. All politicians and judges, from the lowest to the highest office of the
land, currently elect or unelected, who promoted, propagated the mass slow torture and murder of 50,000,000
lives, in abortion, would be advise to hand in their resignation. Upon the resignation a new election be held in 90
days. When upon that election day, 25 days afterwards the office will be vacated, all criminal charge will be
dropped, and the newly elected official will be place in charge. The politicians and judges who do not hand in
their resignation, all criminal charges will remain against them, in their participation to conspire, premeditated in
the greatest mass murder of man in history. Impeachment and recall vote should proceed if they do not resign. I
suggest the people to never vote for these men and woman, and their immediate family members, must be
scrutinized carefully if they voiced similar appeals for abortion, for public office ever, as a dire warning.

I hope our country will be restored, return to our nation’s foundational spirit and principles. That some or
all of these guidelines would be taken to heart, to usher in a  better tomorrow. I hope everyone the best. 

John Jerome Nowak 

John Jerome Nowak
356 P.O. Box

Lackawanna, NY, 14218
Thank you for your time and consideration

My personal website
Christjustified.com 
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